Particles with strangeness content are predicted to populate dense matter, modifying the equation of state of matter inside neutron stars as well as their structure and evolution. In this work, we show how the modeling of strangeness content in dense matter affects the properties of isolated neutrons stars and the tidal deformation in binary systems. For describing nucleonic and hyperonic stars we use the many-body forces model (MBF) at zero temperature, including the φ mesons for the description of repulsive hyperon-hyperon interactions. Hybrid stars are modeled using the MIT Bag Model with vector interaction (vMIT) in both Gibbs and Maxwell constructions, for different values of bag constant and vector interaction couplings. A parametrization with a Maxwell construction, which gives rise to third family of compact stars (twin stars), is also investigated. We calculate the tidal contribution that adds to the post-Newtonian point-particle corrections, the associated love number for sequences of stars of different composition (nucleonic, hyperonic, hybrid and twin stars), and determine signatures of the phase transition on the gravitational waves in the accumulated phase correction during the inspirals among different scenarios for binary systems. On the light of the recent results from GW170817 and the implications for the radius of ∼ 1.4 M⊙ stars, our results show that hybrid stars can only exist if a phase transition takes place at low densities close to saturation.
Particles with strangeness content are predicted to populate dense matter, modifying the equation of state of matter inside neutron stars as well as their structure and evolution. In this work, we show how the modeling of strangeness content in dense matter affects the properties of isolated neutrons stars and the tidal deformation in binary systems. For describing nucleonic and hyperonic stars we use the many-body forces model (MBF) at zero temperature, including the φ mesons for the description of repulsive hyperon-hyperon interactions. Hybrid stars are modeled using the MIT Bag Model with vector interaction (vMIT) in both Gibbs and Maxwell constructions, for different values of bag constant and vector interaction couplings. A parametrization with a Maxwell construction, which gives rise to third family of compact stars (twin stars), is also investigated. We calculate the tidal contribution that adds to the post-Newtonian point-particle corrections, the associated love number for sequences of stars of different composition (nucleonic, hyperonic, hybrid and twin stars), and determine signatures of the phase transition on the gravitational waves in the accumulated phase correction during the inspirals among different scenarios for binary systems. On the light of the recent results from GW170817 and the implications for the radius of ∼ 1.4 M⊙ stars, our results show that hybrid stars can only exist if a phase transition takes place at low densities close to saturation.
I. INTRODUCTION
At the core of neutron stars, densities many orders of magnitude higher than the ones measured in experiments on Earth can be reached. It is predicted that exotic degrees of freedom can also populate these objects, and that even the dissolution of baryons into their quark constituents through a phase transition to quark matter could be facilitated in such extreme environments. The impact of exotic compositions on the structure of isolated neutron stars has been studied in the past for stars composed of hyperons [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , Delta baryon resonances [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , meson condensates [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , quarks or even color superconducting quark matter [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Such degrees of freedom are usually associated with a softening of the equation of state (EoS), impacting the maximum mass and stability of stars [27, 28] .
When hyperons are taken into account in relativistic mean field models, especial attention must be given to the hyperon-hyperon interaction modeling due to their internal strangeness degree of freedom. This is done through the introduction of φ and σ * mesons, which mediate the interaction among these particles by describing repulsion and attraction features, respectively [29] . The competition between softness and stiffness of the EoS due to the presence of hyperons has been widely discussed in the literature under the name of hyperon puzzle [2-4, 7, 8, 30-36] . So far, the scarce information regarding the hyperonmeson coupling, largely obtained by reproducing hyperon potentials deduced from experiment [2, [37] [38] [39] , makes * rosana.gomes@ufrgs.br this topic still unresolved.
With respect to a possible quark phase in astrophysical environments, the indirect observation of the quarkgluon plasma in the regime of high temperatures and low densities in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions is in accordance with the existence of quark matter at the beginning of the universe [40] . The general study of the QCD phase structure relates the fields of heavy-ion collisions and neutron stars, where both approaches cover complementary regimes of density and temperature. Here, the experimental efforts towards lower heavy-ion beam energies with rather large baryon densities at the future Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) and Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility (NICA), and the conditions of the recently observed neutron star mergers might lead to overlapping conditions of density and temperature in heavy-ion collisions and merger events. However, the fact that the regime of (star-relevant) high densities and low temperatures cannot be accessed by lattice or perturbative calculations makes the quark matter EoS even less constrained than the hadronic one, where at least there is some information on ground state matter properties. For this reason, effective models are used, rendering the determination of the phase transition point extremely model dependent.
Hybrid stars have been applied to investigate a broad range of topics regarding compact stars, such as nucleation in hadronic matter [24, 41, 42] , color superconductivity in quark matter [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , stability [22, 43, 44] , rotation of neutron stars [43, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] , magnetic neutrons stars [52] [53] [54] [55] , thermal evolution [56] [57] [58] [59] , protoneutron stars [60] [61] [62] , supernovae [27, 63] , radial oscillations [44, 64, 65] , etc. The deconfinement phase transition has been extensively studied with different models such as Nambu-Jona-Lasinio [28, 61, [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] , MIT bag model [23, 44, 55, [73] [74] [75] [76] , quark-meson coupling models [9, 72, 77, 78] , and other approaches [58, [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] , showing that the features of the models used to describe both phases have implications for the determination of the macroscopic properties and composition of stars.
Phase transitions taking place in neutron stars are usually described either in sharp or smooth scenarios: in the case of a sharp transition, a local charge neutrality is imposed in what is named a Maxwell construction; while in a Gibbs construction scenario a global charge neutrality takes place, generating a mixed phase structure [85] . However, which approach might be more realistic depends on poorly known strong interaction quantities like the QCD surface tension (w.g. [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] ). Both scenarios have been applied to describe hybrid stars [27, 61, 74, 75, 91, 92] , indicating that the internal composition of stars can change substantially. In particular, the occurrence of a sharp phase transition to quark matter can in some cases allow for the appearance of a third family of compact stars and, consequently, for twin star configurations in which two stars have the same gravitational mass but different radii and composition [58, 65, 93] .
In this sense, observational data from neutron stars can better constrain the modeling of strangeness in dense matter and works as a powerful tool to address the hyperon puzzle, as well as the interaction among quarks in hybrid stars. Almost a decade ago, the observation of massive neutron stars imposed constraints on the EoS of nuclear and quark matter, indicating that repulsion must be strong enough to reach ∼ 2 M ⊙ [94, 95] .
A further stellar property that is affected by possible exotic phases is the neutron star radius. The accuracy of radius determinations, which come from energy flux measurements including assumptions about the stellar atmosphere, is still quite limited. One of the current problems for acquiring such data is due to the impossibility of accurately measuring luminosity and distance of the stars separately. Furthermore, the temperature determination of these objects is complicated due to non-thermal emissions on their spectra arising from cyclotron radiation. The recent detection of gravitational waves (GW) events has started the multi-messenger era in astrophysics, and due to the extremely compact nature of neutron stars, it has proven to be a superb tool for constraining the nuclear matter equation of state [99, 100] . It is expected that more GW events will be detected with the new generation and forthcoming ground-based detectors such as aLIGO [ In a coalescing binary neutron star system, stars exert a tidal force on each other and, when they are close enough, this tidal perturbation leads to a deformation on them. For this system, the imprint of this deformation can be clearly seen in the early inspiral stages of the GW signal. It modifies the waveform from the point-particle structure and results in a lag in the waveform phase. In particular, analysis from the first direct BNS GW event, the GW170817 event, detected from Advanced LIGO in 2017 [99] , pose new constraints on the tidal deformability features of neutron stars. From preliminar results for low spin systems, it is estimated that the dimensionless tidal deformabilityΛ has upper and lower limits of Λ < 800 − 1000 [99, 105] andΛ > 400 [106] , respectively. The phase correction due to tidal deformation is characterized by a single EoS-dependent parameter, the Love number k 2 of the NS [107] , also associated to the tidal deformation parameter λ. Tidal effects in this part of the signal will result in a phase shift accumulated over the cycles, which comes from the deviation from the point particle post-Newtonian waveforms. This is defined as λ, the weighted average of the deformations of individual stars, and also depends on the chirp mass of the system. Therefore, a sufficiently large signal-to-noise ratio detection can be used to distinguish such corrections to the waveform to extract the EoS informations. Since the detection of GWs from a double black hole system, excitement about a double neutron stars system took place, and recent research has been performed on tidal deformation in neutron stars [26, 100, [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] and also on constraining the nuclear matter EoS [26, 100, [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] .
In this work we aim for constraining the composition of neutron stars through the analysis of isolated and binary systems and the comparison within the new constraints from observational data. The hadronic phase (with nucleons, hyperons and leptons) is described by the manybody forces model (MBF model), which simulates the effects of many-body forces via non-linear scalar fields contributions in the effective coupling [2] . For the quark phase,we use the MIT bag model with vector interaction contributions (vMIT). When hybrid stars are modeled, the two phases are connected through a first-order phase transition and, in order to search for signals for the deconfinement, we investigate Maxwell and Gibbs construction scenarios.
In the case of isolated stars, we explore the effects of different compositions on the properties of stars, focusing on how the modeling of interaction among particles with strangeness content (hyperons and quarks) impacts the phase transition scenario and, consequently, the radius of stars. We also identify the existence of a third family of compact stars when a sharp phase transition takes place. For binary systems, we use a post-newtonian approximation to calculate the structure of tidally deformed stars, in order to constrain the composition of neutron stars, as the comparatively cleaner signal from the early inspiral stage of the merger can present a detectable tidal signature [128] . Furthermore, due to the difference in radius for twin stars, we use the accumulated phase (sensitive to the fifth power of the radius) in order to identify a signal to distinguish these stars.
The article is organized as follows: in Section II we present the two models used for describing the EoS of matter inside stars, as well as the Maxwell and Gibbs construction formalisms; Section III is dedicated to the formalism used for describing binary systems in a postnewtonian approximation and in Section IV, we discuss the results for isolated and binary systems; finally, in Section V, discussion and perspectives are presented.
II. EQUATION OF STATE
In this session, we present the many-body forces (MBF) model and the MIT bag model with vector interaction (vMIT) used to describe the hadronic and quark matter in our analysis, respectively. The two phases are connected by a first order phase transition, which are modeled both in a Maxwell and a Gibbs construction.
A. HADRONIC PHASE
The many-body forces (MBF) model [2] is a relativistic mean field model in which meson field dependences are introduced in the couplings of baryons to mesons. The Lagrangian density of the MBF model reads:
where b and l correspond to the degrees of freedom of baryons (n, p, Λ, Σ + , Σ 0 , Σ − , Ξ 0 , Ξ − ) and leptons (e − , µ − ), respectively. The scalar mesons σ and δ account for the description of attraction among baryons, while repulsion is described by the vector mesons ω, ̺ and φ. Note that the φ mesons mediates interaction among hyperons, providing extra repulsion, which plays an important role in the description of massive stars with hyperon content [29] . For more about the properties of baryons, leptons and mesons in this work, see Ref. [2] .
The many-body forces contribution is introduced in the coupling of scalar fields as:
for i = σ, δ, directly affecting the effective masses of baryons and, consequently, their chemical potentials.
The field dependence in the couplings is, hence, introduced as a medium effect and is controlled by the ζ parameter. This parameter can be associated to non-linear terms that appear if one expands the term in Eq. 2.
As strangeness is not conserved inside neutron stars due to the fact that typical time scales are much longer than the one for weak interaction, we allow for the appearance of hyperon degrees of freedom in our calculations. We model the coupling of hyperons using the SU(6) spin-flavor symmetry [129, 130] , and also by fixing the hyperon potentials as
MeV (see Ref. [2] for other choices of hyperon potentials).
The MBF model reproduces both nuclear matter properties at saturation and the observational properties of neutron stars with hyperons [2] and magnetic hybrid stars [55, 131] . For this work, the following nuclear properties at saturation were used: binding energy per nucleon B/A = −15.75 MeV, saturation density ρ 0 = 0.15 fm −3 , symmetry energy and its slope a 0 sym = 32 MeV and L 0 = 97 MeV, respectively.
B. QUARK PHASE
The quark matter is described by the MIT bag model with vector interactions contributions (vMIT). The Lagrangian density of the model reads:
where we consider the u, d and s quarks and e − and µ − as leptons, labeled by the subscripts q and l, respectively. Also in this expression B denotes the bag constant and θ H is the Heaviside step function which allows for a confinement/deconfinement feature of the model (θ H = 1 inside the bag; θ H = 0 outside) [132] . The vector interaction is introduced via the coupling of a vector-isoscalar meson V µ to the quarks (with coupling constant g V ). Such a field is analogous to the ω field in hadronic models [67] and has direct impact on the chemical potential of quarks, i.e., on the equilibrium conditions as:
where k F,q and (m q ) are respectively the Fermi momenta and bare masses of quarks. Also, due to the beta equilibrium condition, the chemical potentials of quarks are related as µ s = µ d = µ u + µ e and µ u = 1 3 µ n − 2 3 µ e , meaning that both hadronic and quark phases can be determined from the chemical potentials of neutrons and electrons.
It has been shown that vector interaction contributions in the description of quark matter plays a crucial role in the description of massive hybrid stars in agreement with observational data [25, 59, 76, 92, [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] . These contributions have been investigated for different quark models [135, 137, 138] ), and applied to neutron stars studies [59, 76, [134] [135] [136] .
Although attempts to constrain the value of the vector interaction coupling have been made (for example, by incorporating higher orders of perturbation theory and radiative corrections [139] [140] [141] ), this quantity remains widely uncertain. In order to investigate the impact of vector interactions in hybrid stars, we vary the coupling constant value and adopt the following set of parameters:
C. PHASE TRANSITION
In the zero temperature regime present inside neutron stars, it is predicted that a first order phase transition from hadronic to a deconfined quark matter takes place at high chemical potentials (baryon densities). In order to cover a wide range of scenarios, we investigate hybrid stars both with Gibbs and Maxwell constructions.
In a Gibbs construction the interface between the two phases is smoother, allowing for a mixed phase to appear. The mixed phase is constructed under the assumption of global charge neutrality, which leads to a charge rearrangement in both phases. On the other hand, a first order phase transition described in a Maxwell construction has a sharp interface and, in order to guarantee the electric charge neutrality in the system, local charge neutrality is imposed in both phases separately.
The Maxwell criteria for zero temperature system reads (for both constructions):
where P H (P Q ) and µ H n (µ Q n ) stand for the pressures and chemical potentials in the hadronic (quark) phase, respectively.
The chemical equilibrium condition determines the coexistence phase and the way that the charge conservation is introduced in the system has direct impact on the pressure behavior at the transition point. When a local charge neutrality is imposed, the pressure depends only on the baryon chemical potential (P H (µ n ), P Q (µ n )) and is constant along the phase transition as a consequence of the Maxwell criteria. However, in a Gibbs construction scenario in which charge neutrality is global, the pressure depends both on the electrical and baryon chemical potentials (P H (µ n , µ e ), P Q (µ n , µ e )). This extra degree of freedom allows the pressure to vary as a function of the baryon chemical potential and still obey the pressure equality condition in both phases.
The comparison of both scenarios in the investigation of hybrid stars has been studied in several works, see e.g. [27, 61, 74, 75, 91] , where essentially the surface tension between the two phases determines which scenario is more appropriate. The threshold value for the surface tension has been calculated in several works [87] [88] [89] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] , indicating that values are high and more compatible with a Maxwell construction.
In 
III. LOVE NUMBER AND TIDAL DEFORMATION
We follow the perturbation scheme developed in Refs. [108, 128, 151] to compute the tidal deformability and the associated Love number. If a static spherically symmetric star of mass M and radius R is placed in a timeindependent external tidal field E ij , a quadrupole moment Q ij is induced onto the star and to linear order, they satisfy the relation,
where λ is defined as the tidal deformation parameter.
It is related to the l = 2 dimensionless Love number k 2 , which is associated with the most dominant contribution to the stellar deformation as,
We consider only the leading order (l = 2), static perturbation, which is axisymmetric (m = 0) around the line joining the stars. The perturbed metric in ReggeWheeler gauge [152] can be written as [108] ,
where, K(r) and H(r) are the perturbed metric functions related by 
where, f = dǫ/dp. To calculate the tidal deformation, equation (9) is to be solved simultaneously with the TOV equations,
The second-order differential equation for H(r) can be rewritten as two coupled first-order differential equations and substituting the equlibrium metric functions using the TOV equations, taking the form,
The system is then solved radially outward from the center to the surface and matched with the exterior solution at the surface. The love number k 2 is given by,
where a quantity y = R Z(R) H(R) is introduced and C = M R is the compactness of the star.
The observable signature of relativistic tidal deformation will have an imprint of the phase evolution of the GW spectrum of a binary NS system. To calculate the phase evolution for different EoS's, we again follow the formalism used by Hinderer et al. [108] . , which shows in the secular limit, where the orbital period is much less than the gravitational radiation reaction time scale, that the tidal correction term adds linearly to the leading order post-Newtonian point particle corrections. Also, the signal will have cumulative effects of deformation coming from both the stars. Therefore, it is calculated from the weighted average of quadrupolar responses for the stars in a quasi-circular orbit, given bỹ λ = 1 26
where, λ 1 and λ 2 are the tidal deformations of stars m 1 and m 2 . Finally, the tidal correction term to the phase evolution is given by,
where M = m 1 + m 2 is the total mass of the binary, x = (ωM ) 2/3 , is a dimensionless post-Newtonian parameter and η = m 1 m 2 /M 2 , is the symmetric mass ratio. We also use dimensionless tidal deformability Λ in our calculations, defined as Λ = λ/M 5 . Similarly, eq. 17 can be recast as, Λ = 16 13
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the impact of different neutron star compositions on the properties of isolated and binary stars systems. The analysis was carried out using the the models presented in Section II, for nucleonic (Set 1), hyperonic (Set 2) and hybrid stars in Gibbs (Sets 3-5) and Maxwell (Sets 6-9) constructions.
For hadronic matter, we use two parametrizations of the MBF model, ζ = 0.040, 0.085, which are able to describe nuclear properties at saturation and, in particular, have a compressibility K 0 = 297, 225 MeV, respectively [2] . When hyperons are allowed, φ mesons are introduced in the calculations. We have chosen not to consider the minor contributions of the scalar meson σ * in our calculations, as we are interested in massive neutron stars.
For both Gibbs and Maxwell constructions, we vary the values of the bag constant and vector coupling strengths in the ranges B 1/4 = 160, 170 MeV and a 0 = 1.8, 2.2 fm 2 , respectively. For a Maxwell construction, we also identify a third family configuration of stars (twin stars) for the parametrization B 1/4 = 171 MeV and a = 1.7 fm 2 , which is present in the sets of our analysis. The choice of parameters for both phases allows for a description of symmetric nuclear matter in terms of a pure hadronic phase at low densities, and the regime of high densities to be described by a quark phase. All sets of parameters used in this work are summarized in Table I .
A. Isolated hybrid stars
The modeling of interaction among particles with nonzero strangeness both in hadronic (hyperons) and in quark matter affects significantly phase transition features, as interaction among particles is directly related to the stiffness of the EoS. Table II summarizes this impact from both microscopic (EoS) and macroscopic (stars properties) points of view, for all sets of parameters used in our analysis. Table I . The curve in red (Set 9) shows a third family of stars configuration.
First, comparing Sets 1 and 2 from Table II, one can see that the introduction of hyperons in a hadronic model softens drastically the EoS of hadronic matter, generaring a sequence of stars with much smaller maximum mass, as discussed several times on literature. For the same reason, as hyperons start to populate the core of stars, for masses above 1.5 M ⊙ , the stars become more compact, i.e., present a smaller radius. Similarly, comparting hadronic stars (Sets 1 and 2) to all hybrid ones (all others), one can see a reduction in radius of 14.44 km to 12.32 km (Set 6) for the 1. EoS' lead to an earlier phase transition (lower µ n,c ), as lower values of the ζ parameter in the MBF model generate a stiffer EoS due to weaker shielding of the scalar couplings of the model [2] . Equivalently, Sets 4 and 5 show that a softer quark EoS also results in a lower µ n,c , but here this behavior is caused by the strength of the vector interaction coupling. The critical masses for the onset of the appearance of quarks ranges between 0.36 − 1.15 M ⊙ , indicating that it is possible to obtain low mass and more compact hybrid stars for such construction. Although the critical baryon density at which the phase transition takes place is lower than the threshold of hyperon appearance for the parametrization of the MBF model used in the analysis, a small fraction of Λ hyperons populate these stars because of global conservation conditions imposed in a Gibbs construction. In particular, the mixed phase covers a broad range of densities, implying that all stars present in this analysis have an incomplete phase transition to quark matter and, therefore, a core composed of a mixture of nucleons, Λ hyperons, leptons and quarks.
For the corresponding stars modeled in a Maxwell construction (Set 6-8), the phase transition takes place for chemical potentials higher than the ones in a Gibbs construction, and consequently the gap between critical and maximum masses is smaller. For this case, stars are mostly hadronic, containing only a small quark core. In particular, the critical and maximum masses are the same for Set 8, indicating that all stars in this family are hadronic and correspond to Set 2, as the phase transition never takes place for stable stars.
Moreover, after a scan of different parameterizations of the quark model, we identify in Set 9 a third family of stars. From Table II , one can see that the critical chemical potential is slightly lower in comparison to other sets described by a Maxwell construction (Sets 7-8), which is associated to the lower value of the vector interaction coupling. However, the transition occurs for a baryon density of ρ b,i = 0.382 fm −3 , ensuring that hyperons are present in the core of stars. For this configuration, the critical mass of 1.97 M ⊙ corresponds to the maximum mass of the first branch (denoted by N, for nucleonic stars). For higher densities, a phase of instability takes place until a stable branch of hybrid stars rises for a mass of 1.968 M ⊙ , growing to a maximum mass of 1.978 M ⊙ (denoted by Q, for stars with a quark core).
In order to visualize the difference between these constructions, in Figure 1 we compare the mass-radius diagrams for all sets of parameters. The different approaches affect directly the composition of stars and consequently their compactness. For the 1.4 M ⊙ star, from Table II one can see that the difference in radius can vary by more than 2 km when comparing hadronic and hybrid stars.
However, it is important to point out that parameterizations in Sets 3 and 6 present a reconfinement feature at high densities [63] , which is removed by hand in Set 6, and ignored in Set 3 as the central densities of stars still allow for a mixed phase. Set 3 also presents a critical density slightly below saturation, but still above crust densities (ρ b,c = 0.138 fm −3 ). In particular, Sets 3 and 6 present a lower value of the bag constant, which shifts the transition point to lower chemical potentials both for Maxwell and Gibbs constructions. The early transition leads to an increase of compactness of stars and, therefore, to lower radii. As we are going to see in the next session, this has dramatic impact on the tidal deformation of stars during mergers.
B. Binary systems
In the previous section we investigated how different features in the modeling of particle interactions affect the macroscopic properties of stars. In the following, we explore the behavior of the tidal deformability when these stars are part of binary systems, according to the formalism presented in Session III. Note that, as Set 8 overlaps with Set 2, we do not display the results for this parametrization. Figures 2 and 3 show the values of the Love number k 2 as a function of compactness and mass, respectively. One can see that the spread is little for the sets considered in this analysis, when k 2 is shown as a function of compactness in comparison to the mass of the star. The value of k 2 peaks around 1 M ⊙ , while it is much lower at both higher and lower masses. This behavior comes from the fact that in both limits of mass, stars are more dense in the center and therefore more difficult to deform. In other words, if the mass is mostly concentrated in the center, then, regardless of how deformed the outer region could become, it will not contribute much to the quadrupole moment. If the radius is large and the mass is also uniformly distributed, then the quadrupolar contribution is also larger.
Tidal deformability λ, which is directly measurable from GW observations, is plotted in Figures 4 and 5 as a function of mass and radius of the stars, respectively. Again, the peak in λ occurs for stars of nearly 1 M ⊙ , but with a more pronounced spread than for the Love number k 2 , which is a consequence of the dependence on R 5 . Our results are consistent with previous studies [108, 110] , and are here reported for the first time in a broad analysis of hadron-quark transition comparing Gibbs and Maxwell constructions and their respective impact on the tidal deformability of hybrid stars.
Regarding Gibbs and Maxwell constructions for hybrid stars, one can see that the range of values of λ and k 2 lie essentially in the same region for different values of the vector interaction couplings, but branches of two sequences from nucleonic sequence is different, being smoother for a Gibbs construction, due to the presence of a mixed phase. Also, as Gibbs transitions occur at lower densities than Maxwell, a considerable amount of quarks appears making the EoS softer and stars more compact, i.e. less deformed. More specifically, from Figure 4 , it is possible to see that the tidal deformability for a 1.6M ⊙ star, is λ = 3.79127 × 10 4 km 5 for a nucleonic star (set 1), whereas for a hybrid star in a Gibbs construction (set 4) it is λ = 2.49365 × 10 4 km 5 , indicating a reduction of ∼ 35%. For a 1.8 M ⊙ star, the same comparison leads to an even larger relative reduction of ∼ 48%. For the sets with a Maxwell construction, the value of λ falls drastically immediately after the transition due to the sharper transition, indicating that this construction creates more compact stars in a similar mass range, in relation to sets 1 and 2. Furthermore, in order to study the phase lag, we plot the reduction of accumulated gravitational wave phase due to tidal interaction in Figures 6 and 7 . As the innermost stable circular orbit is supposed to correspond to a phase lag frequency between 400 and 500 Hz, which can be termed as the end of the early inspiral stage [108] , we fix the value at 450 Hz, in order to analyze each set of parameters.
For an equal mass binary where M 1 = M 2 = 1.6 M ⊙ , from Equation 17 we haveλ = λ 1 = λ 2 . As shown in Figure 6 , we find the curves for nucleonic (set 1), hyperonic (set 2) and most Maxwell constructions (sets 7,9) essentially overlap, as the mass of the system lies only slightly above the critical one for set 2 (only a few hyperons populate the star), and below the critical mass for the appearance of quarks for these parameterizations. However, for the Gibbs construction (sets 3-5) and set 6 with Maxwell, quarks are present in the core of stars starting at much lower densities. In order to quantify our results, the phase lag for a nucleonic system is 1.6614 rad, and 1.0928 rad for set 4, with an associated difference of ∼ 34%. This means that the gravitational wave phase is more delayed when stars are more deformed (described with a stiffer EoS). These stars absorb more orbital energy, leading to a faster orbital decay and, hence, an earlier merger.
The weighted average of deformationλ is the combined effect of both stellar deformations on the waveform, as defined in Eq. 20 of Ref. [108] . In Figure 7 , we use this quantity for evaluating a pair of twin stars in set 9, defining Twin-1 (nucleonic) and Twin-2 (hybrid), for a fixed mass of M = 1.97 M ⊙ . We take the mass ratio of the stars in in the binary to M 2 /M 1 = 0.7, for the partner star of mass, radius and deformation of M = 1.39 M ⊙ , 14.43 km and 4.313 × 10 4 km 5 , respectively. The results for weighted average of deformation, phase lag and radius are shown in Table III , where we also compare with a similar mass ratio for nucleonic (set 1) and hyperonic (set 2) stars. From the results one can see once again that the more compact stars are less deformed and present also lower phase lag, as discussed before. 
] for this event is 1.188 M ⊙ . We vary the high mass component (M 1 ) from 1.36M ⊙ to 1.6M ⊙ keeping the chirp mass fixed while the low mass component (M 2 ) being varied from 1.17 M ⊙ to 1.36 M ⊙ and plot the corresponding Λs in Figure 8 . The brown dashed line signifies the 90% probability contour found from the event GW170817 assuming low spinning components of the binary. This contour tells us that allowed EOS should form smaller and more compact stars. We also find the set 3 and set 6 comfortably satisfy the constraint set by the event. In both the cases, we get a very early phase transition due to the smaller value of the bag constant. Hence, a large quark fraction exists even in the low mass stars in the sequences which also have smaller radii leading to very compact object formation with smaller deformabilities. The stars on set 4 also have smaller radii due to early onset of the transition and lie very close to the contour. But, the other EOS have larger radii, therefore larger deformabilities, which place them fairly outside the constraint.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The new era of multi-messenger astronomy and especially the results from GW170817 make the tidal deformability a powerful tool to constrain the equation of nuclear and quark matter at high densities. In this work, we have investigated the impact of hadron-quarks phase transitions on the properties of isolated hybrid stars, as well as hybrid stars in binary systems. We have also for the first time compared hybrid stars in Gibbs and Maxwell construction on the light of the new data from GW170817.
For a fixed parametrization of the MBF model, we have changed the hadronic phase content, in order to also compare our results with nucleonic and hyperonic stars. The quark phase was described with a MIT Bag model with vector interaction, for Gibbs and Maxwell constructions, with the vector interaction coupling and bag constant as free parameters.
We have shown that a Gibbs construction allows for a phase transition that happens at distinctly lower densities than the same set of parameters with a Maxwell construction. These results show a drastic impact on the composition of stars, making essentially the entire family of hybrid stars in a Gibbs construction contain only a thin lawyer of nucleonic matter and a core mostly composed of a mixture of phases, whereas for a Maxwell construction, only massive stars are hybrid, with a large portion of their composition consisting of hadronic matter (including hyperons) and only a small quark core. We also identify a third family of stars using a Maxwell construction which allows for the description of high mass twin stars of up to 1.97 M ⊙ (maximum mass for nucleonic) and 1.98 M ⊙ (maximum mass for hybrid).
For binary systems, we have investigated the tidal deformability and love number for stars in the different sets (different compositions). We have shown that only two among the nine sets of parameters analyzed agree with all the current observational constraints. In particular, we have shown that hybrid stars described in a Gibbs construction are more compact and less deformed because of the higher fraction of quarks inside the stars due to an early phase transition in comparison to Maxwell constructions. We have also calculated the phase lag due to tidal interaction, showing that a higher phase lag leads to faster orbital decay, being a potential tool to distinguish twin stars.
It is important to stress that Maxwell and Gibbs constructions are to a certain extent only simplified ways of modeling the smoothness of the interface between the phases. In reality, the transition might be more complex and, therefore, effects such as surface and Coulomb interaction can and should be incorporated explicitly when describing realistic hybrid stars [153] .
Our results show that still both Gibbs and Maxwell scenarios are possible for the description of hybrid stars, as long as the transition takes place at low enough densities that allow for a high amount of quarks. However, future observations of new NS-NS binary systems can bring new insights on the distinguishing of these two possible constructions. Nucleonic and hyperonic parametrization of the MBF model used in our analysis do not fulfill the tidal deformability constraints from GW170817. In this context, further investigations on the correlation of nuclear matter at saturation and tidal deformability are already being carried out.
